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This casebook provides a finance-oriented approach to corporate law, focusing on what students

will need to know in corporate practice.Students learn:Financial fundamentals, such as balance

sheets, income, and cash flow, as well as more complex topics, such as corporate debt and

convertible securitiesApplication of financial principles to analyze and understand case

studiesContractual solutions employed to deal with the various conflicts and ambiguities that

ariseAdditionally, the text covers a broad range of topics from pricing models to the poison pill and

includes a table of cases.
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The book is pretty useless. It provides very little insight on "What is corporate finance?" I use this

book for law school, so my mind is not naturally gifted at math and its concepts. Yet, this book

seems to be written for the financial wizard, not your typical law student. It would be better if written

in a way that really broke things down in a better way.

I (am soon to) have an MBA in finance, and I have worked for an accounting firm. However, I cannot

for the life of me understand what the author is trying to communicate in the introductory portions of

the book, which are intended to serve as an introduction to accounting for those with no prior

background. Language tends to be vague and imprecise.I have read only the first two chapters so

far, but the book already has a handful of glaring editorial errors. And, of the nine-law professor



editorial board, only two professors specialize in some form of business law. There are no business

professors on the editorial board.The book seems to have little structure. I feel like I'm reading

random facts with loosely related case law strung in between.

The book arrived sooner than expected and fit the description of wear in the posting. I'm completely

satisfied.

Rushed printing with many errors. Some cases selected are not really relevant to some specific

sections. It makes the subject more difficult than it really is.
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